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CHAPTER 9
We Are Human

What if Life Mastery is the Core of Human Existence? 
Could i t  Real ly Be the Source o f  a l l  Our Joy?



"All artists [humans] steal their ideas one from 
another, but the great ones completely hijack them and 
create something new, exciting and original. They make 

a quantum leap from the system and generate a new 
context. And the legendary ones... the world is never 

the same again..." 
-Lion

EVERYTHING YOU 
CAN IMAGINE IS REAL

Chapte r  9



She licks my lips and sends a shock to my toes, her heavy

breath makes me feel 10 feet high. My hands run behind her

ear, her cold hair absorbs the heat radiating from my palm. I

pull her closer to me. Her soft face gravitates into mine and

it’s arguably the most beautiful sensation I have ever felt. My

bottom lip strokes her ear lobe as I breathe slowly into her

ear.  My hand runs across her thigh; I’m exploring her body. I

could lose myself in it.  

We behold within our minds; incredible power. Sexual energy

is one nearly all of us can relate to. When I was young, I

thought about sex quite often. I would imagine doing it when I

had no real sense of the action. I would think about how it

would be engaged, how one asks for sex. I imagined kissing

her and touching her. I made out with a multitude of pillows

and thrusted my mattress as I imagined my girlfriend

caressing me from beneath. And you know something? I lost

my virginity at 14. I’m not proud of this action, but it happened

because I wanted it to.   

This energy, this desire or need if you will, is extremely

powerful! One of my very first conscious manifestations was

sexual intercourse. I manifested sex into my life by feeding

and entertaining sexual thought energy. I simulated sex in my

head, I put myself in the moment of my simulation and

imagined everything from how the opportunity could arise to

falling asleep with her in my arms. I unconsciously used

reverse engineering to visualize how to have sex. 

We need to become aware of this power to manifest.  



Sexual desire can be incredibly powerful; it causes things like

simulation to happen. It allows us to begin shaping reality in

our minds. Thus, we can learn by faculty of the imagination.

Now scratch out the word “sexual.” What we have left is

energy or desire. What do you direct your energy, attention

and desire on? Listen carefully now, what you direct your

energy to, will manifest in your life. Heed my warning!  

This energy must be understood and used correctly. Today it

is being sadly misused and terribly abused. It’s being

perverted and rendered inappropriate. Sex energy is now

mostly used by being manifested in forms of physical sexual

activities. The limits to which keep expanding to further

satiate this urge but, physical sexual activities are meant to

bare children. The horrendous side effects are plenty. Today,

the sex drug epidemic has turned into normalcy and rendered

acceptable by the majority. More on this subject in a moment. 

Sexual energy can be transmuted or transformed from one

form into another. It’s much like pushing wind across a

windmill to generate electricity. The energy of the wind is

transmuted into lights. In much the same way, we have the

incredible super power of transmuting sexual energy into

action. The world, as we’ve established, is aware of

transmuting this energy into physical intercourse. We can

also however, transmute this energy into creative work. The

powerful results are the same! When physical intercourse is

the transmutation, why, a baby is conceived! Or if not more

careful life threatening illness and disease! When transmuted

into creative work, ideas, nations, declarations are conceived! 



The powerful energy induces vision in the mind, the

imagination can peer out into the future. It can be used to

‘see’ and break down your desire. It can allow laser focus and

the creation of profound successful work. “Sex energy is the

creative energy of all genii. There never has been, and never

will be a great leader, builder or artist lacking in this driving

force of sex.” Napoleon goes on to explain, “Far from

becoming genii, because of great sex desires, the majority of

men lower themselves, through misunderstanding and

misuse of this great force, to the status of the lower animals.” 

“Think and Grow Rich” was first published in 1937. For

decades, it has been regarded as one of the best books of its

kind. Yet, here we are just under 100 years later, and his

concepts still fall on deaf ears in our education system. Why

is this so? We have our children learning about condoms and

birth control, STD’s, orgasms and masturbation. Yet they lack

any real knowledge of the power and positivity of sex energy!

They are completely unaware of the super power they

behold. This behavior, when left unquestioned, uneducated

and misunderstood can have disastrous side-effects on the

condition of our civilization. 



My first experience with sexual transmutation was the

highlight of chapter 3 and thus, this book was born. I only

discovered what I did 3 years later. Over the years, I have

returned to Napoleon’s idea of sexual transmutation to

understand it more clearly. The problem with Napoleon’s

explanation is that sexuality is already misunderstood and

abused in our society. Our youth no longer view sex as

sacred and special but, an outlet of pleasure and pain. More

on pain later. Upon having many discussions with mentor’s

and peer’s I have come to find that this is a much too

simplified version of the reality of this “sex energy.” Not only

is it too simplified, it is also much too specific. It conjures up a

wave of confusion, I can tell by the look on the subject’s face.

“There’s got to be more to it.” I concluded after recognizing

the now familiar look of confusion on my friend’s face.

Perhaps Napoleon was wrong but, just by a hair. You could

say he was just outside of the bullseye 

The following week I discovered that there, in fact, is much

more to the story of sex energy. I frantically began writing

down words and searching for their meaning and synonyms.

What I wrote on this night is profound in the highest degree.

After writing what you’re about to read, I paused. For two

hours, I pondered with awe. “How did I just write this?” Again,

I do not take credit, for there is a source from which this

wisdom flows. 



Procreative Prerogative – All of us behold the exclusive

privilege or freedom to procreate whatsoever we desire. (free

will) 

Procreative Magnetism – All of us must become attractive to

the object or subject of our desire.  

Procreative Prevalence – If you are successful in building

attraction, you may be successful and multiply. 

Procreative Coherence – If you have been successful and

multiplied, you will be connected logically to others. You will

become more common. 

Procreative Inevitability – You are procreative energy, thus,

forever bound to procreate. 

Now that you too have the conscious awareness of these

natural laws you must also realize that the energy we feel and

experience is this procreative energy, it is always transmuted

into whatsoever your attention is placed. It does not stop when

we are depressed, in fact it may be safe to say it slows down

in a depressed state. It does not stop when you are angry, in

fact, it may instead speed up. These emotions must be used to

get you closer to your true desires. You must let them change

you. You’re already unconsciously aware of this and so you

will most likely deny it is so. The pain and suffering of the

human condition happens for you. As well as the whole

holonic structure of humanity. 

The Laws of Procreative Authority 



As beings of procreative energy; We give a part of ourselves

away with every interaction. This abides by the 5th Law of

Procreative Authority that binds us to procreating and

motivated by the 4th Law to become more common. But if we

do not exercise Law 2 and become magnetic, we will be

rejected. One human psychological characteristic is that of

reciprocity. Reciprocation is one of two things; either it is the

exchange of positive qualities of ourselves or the transfer of

stored negative energy.  

My experiments with sexual activity suggests that stored

energy is directly exchanged through intercourse. Therefore,

the sex drug addiction today is appalling to say the least. We

have a multitude of people in pain and unaware of how to

transmute this pain. Following Newton’s Law of Conservation

of Energy, this energy can only change forms and it cannot

be created or destroyed. People in pain either learn how to

transmute it into positive energy or they store and transfer it

to other procreative desires. To add to that, according to

Jonathan Haidt, passionate love, as such with promiscuous

sexual activity, induces the dopamine secretion in the brain

every time contact is made to the subject of passionate love

or lust. Like all other mind-altering drugs, this affect wears off.

When it does, the withdrawls from the sex drug are identical

to the withdrawl symptoms from heroin and cocaine. Thus,

more pain further magnified by our withdrawl symptoms.  



Remember the 5th Law? We are forever bound to procreate.

We can only procreate what we are, a person in great pain

can only procreate more pain. Negative procreation is the

cause of the current state of the world. Do you see the

connection between negative energy and rejection? When

we, as a people, cannot transmute our negative energy, we

transfer it and thus will reject, and get rejected by others. But,

we’re driven by a desire to feel important and common! From

this subject alone a multitude of books can be written. But, in

summation, in the words of Uncle Ben, “With great power

comes great responsibility.” Remember, “Everything we can

imagine is real.” Because we make them real. 



TAKING 
ACTION

I know the fire is in you too, doesn't this 

feel great?

Well done!



•  T H I S  H A S  B E E N  A   •

E D U C A T I O N A L  R E S E A R C H  P R O D U C T I O N

All methods herein are experimental, results may vary. 

David Lion
Foundation 



The persistence of thought and a

splash of desire 

Is all the Youniverse faithfully

requires. 

Take the reins of your mind, rewire! 

Build your True Destiny, start with

the fire 

 

Simulation of reality and a wave of

excitement 

Is not enough to turn seeds into

fruit. 

However, weeds grow anywhere

they’re allowed to take root! 

Growth is painful and demands your

commitment. 

 

Put creation on the same page as

imagination 

Everything you can imagine is real

cause we make them 

We’re each the artists of reality 

We’re each unique creativity. 



THIS  CHAPTER  IS  DEDICATED  TO  

YOU

YOUR  ABILITIY  TO  CREATE  IS  TRULY  BEYOND

IMAGINATION ,  ALL  I  CARE  TO  DO  WITH  MY  LIFE

IS  TO  SEE  YOU  BLOSSOM  INTO  YOUR  FULLEST

POTENTIAL .


